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iWatcher is a free, easy and powerful tool that is used to research the placements of your web site in any search engines. Key Features: 1. Advanced tools to help research search engines locations, keywords, forums and more. 2. History view with easy to read/print reports. 3. Export to Excel and HTML format to make
analysis and search results viewing more easier. 4. You can add your own keywords and search engines,which are registered in all these search engines in an easily added list. 5. No limit to specify search engines. 6. You can export the results in HTML format to review easily. 7. The option to add all keywords to 'delay'

search for later analysis. 8. Start and stop the recording at any time. 9. Add keywords on a flexible basis to ensure as high a ranking as possible. 10. Customize the keywords list from any number of any of the search engines on any number of keywords of your choice. 11. Supports both normal and forced search
results. About Developer: Program was developed by Vadim Semenov ( "hacking-nuthatch" ). More info about him can be found at "www.pobodech.net", I Wather (www.iWather.com) can record rankings for any search engine at any time. See your website's rankings and moves. Know when and why they did it.I Wather

can also log your rankings for up to 30 days to see what keywords, phrases or operators generated them. You can schedule keyword updates or specify updates to "late". And, you can even automatically update the rankings for every search engine every day - or every day for every search engine. I Wather is an
extremely powerful keyword research tool. It's the industry standard keyword research tool and the simple fact that it's free is reason enough to check it out. I Wather is a market research tool that not only finds websites by using Google, Bing, Yahoo, and other search engines but can also help you find Websites by

keyword that are included in a number of different search engines. Within seconds I Wather can search 10,000 different engines including Google, Bing, Yahoo, Ask, and Altavista. I Wather also has the capability to search for the exact keywords used in the Title tag, Description tag, and
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iWather is a search engine submission monitor utility developed to give you real-time website ranking information, in order to save your time searching the web and for your own website. Features: ￭ Search engine submission monitor utility ￭ Submit your site to search engines automatically ￭ Page hit stats ￭ Supports
as many as 30 search engines. ￭ Create multiple submissions for each search engine. ￭ Gain keyword analysis for each search engine. ￭ Daily, weekly and monthly reports. ￭ Instant search engine submit result available. ￭ Export the report file for future use. If you don't have time or are too lazy to submit the required
website to various search engines manually, why not let iWather do the job for you. Every search engine has a different way to submit websites, even they all work in the same way. So it will be better for you to find some time and learn about it. Some search engines require you to submit it manually, but it takes some
time. Some of them also require you to specify in the following format: www.google.com/domain/blablabla iWatcher can automatically submit websites for you, this is what will happen: The program will ask you for the website title, the description which will be your website meta description, the keywords. These three

parameters are all the information which you want to submit to the search engines. When you set the above parameters, iWather will submit your website to the search engines you specified, and you also get email notification when the program finds some kind of problems, such as page not found. * Google: Use *
Yahoo! Search: Use * Microsoft's Live: Use * Ask: Use * Baidu: Use submit/ * AOL: Use * Youtube: Use * Wikipedia: Use 3a67dffeec
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iWather is a handy application that helps you to check the search engines placement of your website. With this powerful tool, you can easily check the website ranking for any keyword on a particular search engine. iWather is a useful website visitor monitoring tool that can help you identify the placement of any site
on a particular search engine. iWather allows you to see the current rank of a particular keyword for a particular search engine, which is an important consideration if you are trying to get a high ranking in search engine results. It can help you identify whether you are doing something right or wrong with your website.
iWather Search Engine Rank Monitoring Software Features: ￭ Free. ￭ Supports all Search Engines ￭ Run multiple keyword searches. ￭ View historical data. ￭ Ability to view the site title, meta description and site content. ￭ Generates a detailed report for each keyword. ￭ Can be used to monitor multiple websites on the
same account. ￭ One keyword or multiple keywords can be monitored at a time. ￭ iWather has an optional FREE SEO plugin. iWather Help and Support: Help and Support is given over the iWather Forum. The Help Forum is a dedicated iWather Forum with users from all over the world that can offer you support for your
iWather questions How To Install & Use iWather? To install iWather, you will need to install the iWather menu icon on your desktop. The installation wizard is designed to guide you through iWather’s installation. To setup iWather first, in iWather setup wizard you need to install the iWather menu icon on your desktop
and then follow the on-screen instructions. iWather setup wizard will then automatically install the required plugins and have you register to use iWather with any search engines. You will also need to set a iWather login and password. You can log in to iWather and view your session, select keywords, control the
keyword search engine and access the menu icon on your desktop. To use iWather, first go to the search engine you would like to monitor. You can then check for your keyword in Google, Yahoo and MSN. Once you have chosen a search engine you want to use, click on the settings button to check your keywords.

What's New In IWatcher?

￭ Searches 5 major search engines, News aggregators, Social networks, Blogs & directories. ￭ Removeable data log, and Historical data. ￭ Set up searches in minutes using HTML source code. ￭ Displays, and Searches search engine results, but not the original URLs. ￭ Has a customizable interface. Why Use iWather? 1)
iWather can display search engine results, but not the original URL. 2) iWather is part of a wider suite of web analytics tools known as Top Search Analytics Suite (TSAS) which consist of iWatcher, SEO Toolbox, SEO Quotient. 3) iWather is a result oriented tool. 4) iWather is free. 5) iWather is easy to use. 6) iWather
does a good job of reporting searches done, and where the search results show. 7) iWather does a fair job of reporting where the search results shows. 8) iWather does a good job of reporting where the search results shows. 9) iWather makes doing SEO very easy by relieving the need to use difficult HTML code to
program searches. 10) iWather makes SEO more dynamic and less tedious by allowing you to create a search engine that can be shared with others, and modified yourself to reflect your own tastes. 11) iWather makes search marketing very easy by allowing you to simultaneously monitor a lot of search engines with
one simple program. 12) iWather makes SEO very easy by allowing you to search with the search engines server side query language. 13) iWather makes SEO very easy by allowing you to use very simple criteria to search engines. iWather Key Features: ￭ Searches up to 30 search engines (with option to add more) ￭
Reports only the search engine results. ￭ Keeps track of search history for a maximum of 30 days. ￭ Keeps track of search history for a maximum of 5 search engines. ￭ Displays search engine results, but not the original URL. ￭ Optional removeable log data. ￭ Works with HTML source code. ￭ Can be upgraded to store
additional search engines. ￭ Read the full description of each search engine search. ￭ Can be customized to
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 64-bit. Windows XP 64-bit. Windows 2000 32-bit. Windows 98/98SE/ME 32-bit. Macintosh PPC. High-end systems or servers may require Intel Xeon Phi and 64-bit operating system support. Supported AMD video cards: Option 1: 6800 XT Option 2: 6800 GT Option 3: 6800 GS Option 4: 7800 GTX Option 5:
7800
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